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Abstract

Cross sections for one-electron capture by highly

stripped ions of Be, B and C from H- and Ar are measured

at low energies below 10 keV. The cross sections are nearly

independent of the collision energy investigated. The distinct

oscillation with incident ionic charge q in the cross sections

are observed.
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1. Introduction

The electron transfer process during collision of two

atomic particles is important not only in basic atomic

physics but also in many applications. Recently, specific

interest in electron capture by highly stripped ions from atoms

or molecules at low energies has been stimulated by the need

for data in several areas. In the fusion research, electron

capture processes play a significant role in the behavior of

high-temperature plasmas such as charge state distribution,

resistivity and energy balance. In the search for X-ray lasers,

electron capture into an excited state of a highly stripped

ion may provide a feasible means of producing population

inversion.

Because of these several important fields of applica-

tion, it is necessary to obtain quantitative knowledge of

electron capture processes by highly stripped ions in low

energy region. Therefore, the studies of such processes

have been grown rapidly for the various projectile-target

combinations in recent years. Experimental data up to the

early 1980 have been compiled by Kaneko et al.(1980). Therone-

electron cross sections are nearly independent on the collision

energy in the low energy region. Presently, both theoretical

(Olson, 1980) and experimental work (Kim et al. 1978, Gardner

et al. 1980) are partly concerned with investigations of

the dependence of the cross sections on the ionic charge g

of ion.

Experimental aspects were reviewed by Miiller and Salzborn



(1977) . They compiled the measured cross sections for electron

transfer in the various collision systems below 25 keV/amu,

and derived the empirical scaling law for the cross section

for one-electron capture a , such as,

a , = 1.43x10~12I~2-76(eV)q1'17 (cm2), (1)
q »q~x

where I is the ionization potential of the target atom.

Very recently, however, in some collision systems there

appears new experimental evidences that the cross sections do

not change monotonically but some bumps or dips exist. For

example, Miiller and Salzhorn (1977) and Crandall et al. (1980)

reported that the cross sections for A* ions show a significant

bump at q = 5 in collisions with H and Xe targets. Bliman et

al.(1980) also reported the non-monotonic variation of the

cross sections for C^ , N^ , 0^ and Ar*' ions incident on

D_ and Ar gas targets below lOq keV collision energy. Similar

variations have also been observed by Cocke et 'al.(1980), Iwai

et al.(1982) measured the one-electron capture cross sections

systematically, for highly stripped B, C, N, O, F, Ne and S

ions including the fully stripped ions in collision with helium

target. They observed strong oscillations in the cross sec-

tions, when plotted as a function of initial projectile charge

q. Meanwhile, Ryufuku, Sasaki and Watanabe predict on the

basis of their unitarized distorted-wave approximation (UDWA),

that such an oscillation of the cross sections at low

energies occurs due to the crossings of the diabatic poten-

tial curves and that the amplitude of the oscillation is

large at lower energies and the oscillation disappears at
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intermediate energies (̂2 5 keV/amu). They also showed that

at low energies the UDWA treatment is equivalent to the

classical treatment.

The purpose of this paper is to report experimental data

for the one-electron capture cross sections for highly stripped

Be, B and C ions in collision with H~ and Ar below the colli-

sion energy of 10 keV.
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2. Experimental method

A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus is

shown in figure 1. Ion source used is of vacuum spark type.

A capacitor bank (Vmax = 20kV, C = 10.4viF) is connected to an

anode and cathode through a low inductance circuit (L = 150nH) .

The discharge is initiated by the use of a pulsed YAG laser

beam which is focused onto the anode. A hot plasma which

contains abundantly highly stripped ions of the anode material

is produced between two electrodes about 10 nsec in duration,

and then expands outward along the axis perpendicular to the

discharge direction. Desired ion species are selected by

using combined time of flight (TOF) and electrostatic analysis.

For the experiments on Be^ , B " and C^ projectile ions,

beryllium lanthanum hexaboride and graphite chips are used as

the anode. In this experimental set-up, since a mass reso-

lusion AM/M and energy selection AE/E are 1.5 % and 1 %, res-

pectively, charge states of the ions studied are well separated

in the time-of-flight spectrum at the fix value of E/q. In

the case of the lanthanum hexaboride anode B and La

cannot be separated, but the maximum charge state of La in this

usual operation is La , and therefore, a lower charge state

ion such as B is not contaminated by highly stripped ha^

ions. The charge state- and velocity-distributions of highly

stripped ions ejected from the vacuum spark source and the

other experimental methods in more detail are described else-
.(Takaqi et al. 1982),

where v ; A target gas is contained in a collision cell

whose length is 14 cm and entrance slit and exit aperture .
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are 1 mm x 2.8 mm and 2.8 mm in diameter, respectively.

After passing through the cell, ions are charge-separated

with a parallel plate electrostatic deflector and the inten-

sities of the primary and product ions are detected simulta-

neously by a movable microchannel plate (MCP, HTV F1158),

which has two anodes behind. The position of the MCP is

determined according to the charge state of the projectile

ion. From the geometrical consideration of this experimental

set-up such as the cell-length and slit sizes, the slit size

and the location of the separator-detector assembly, all ions

that scatter less than 1° are detected. The signals from the

MCP outputs are observed with two oscilloscopes (Techtronix

7633) . Another detector, a continuous electron multiplier

(CEM) aligned to the ion t^am axis, is used to identify the

charge and mass of the primary ion, and to check the align-

ment of beam axis. The pressure outside the collision cell

is kept below lx 10 Torr.

Cross section for the one-electron process a , is

determined by

Oq,g-1 = C N D - W y i g ) , (2)

where I is the intensity of incident q+ ions after passage

through a target of density N and length L, and I the incident

intensity which is considered tp be I = I + I__i o n the

assumption that one-electron capture process is dominant

compared with other multi-electron capture processes.

The detection efficiencies of the MCP for the q+ and

(q-l)+ ions is assumed to be identical, because the impact
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velocity on the MCP is nearly equal, where the. coefficients

of the secondary electron emission are the same values for the

primary and charge-changing ions. Very recently, the pulse

height distributions from the MCP have been investigated

using the electron beam ion source (EBIS) called NICE-1, and

the peak position of the distribution shifts slightly to the

higher pulse height with increasing the ionic charge q. The

details will be described soon elsewhere. At the present,

infulence of this effect on the cross section is put into a

systematic error as an uncertainty.

The target density N is determined by the use of an

ionization gauge attached to the cell, which is calibrated by

a capacitance manometer (MRS Baratron) for H- and Ar gases.

The collision length is assumed to be the distance between

the entrance and exit slits which is 14 cm.

Cross sections for the one-electron capture processes

are determined actually through the measurements of

In [(I +1 _i)/I ] as a function of the target thickness NL.

This procedure is shown in figure 2 as an example, for the

4+primary Be ions at 4 keV. Thus, the cross sections a _,

have been measured for Beq+ (2<cj£4) , B q + (2<q£4) and C q +

(2£q£5) ions in collision with H_ and Ar gas targets at the

energy range of 1-10 keV.
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3. Uncertainties

Most of uncertainties come from the measurements of the

primary and product ions and the effect of angular divergence

of the beam detected. The maximum uncertainty caused by

reading the level of this signal from the oscilloscope trace

is +20 %. The uncertainty associated with determination of

the slope of the intensity ratio curve is less than ±10 %.

The uncertainty of±15 % is estimated due to the effect which

comes from failing to datect the primary and product ions

due to the beam divergence or scattering associated with the

electron capture. Further uncertainties arise from pressure

calibration (+5 % ) , beam purity (+5 %) and the target cell

end correction (+2 % ) . The total uncertainty for the absolute

value of the cross section is estimated to be less than +3 0 %

in quadrature sum. Furthermore, in addition to this uncer-

tainty, there may be some systematic errors in the intensity

measurement. The significant part of systematic errors arises

from the dependence of detection efficiency of the MCP on the

ionic charge state. According to the preliminary measurement

mentioned above, the maximum error which comes from this

effect is estimated to be +15 %, -0 %. In the case of the

4+ 3 +primary C and B ions, the cross sections for two-electron

capture processes incident on F^ and Ar are significantly

large (Gardner et al. 1979), and, therefore, the assumption

I. = I +I . is not exactly right. The uncertainty which

comes from this effect is estimated to be less than +12 %,

-0 %.
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4. Results and discussion

3 4+The cross sections for one-electron capture by C '

from H_ are shown in figure 3. The measured cross sections

are nearly independent of the collision energy. Crandall et

al. (1977, 1979) and Gardner et al. (1979) obtained their

data for a.- and a,_ at energies a few times as high as the

present ones. In their energy range, most of the cross sec-

tions are nearly independent of energy, too. As seen in

figure 3, extrapolation of their data indicates that the

present data are in fairly good agreement with their data.

For the primary Be ions, the cross sections for one-electron

capture from H~ are shown in figure 4. There are no data

which are compared to the present ones.

For the case of Ar target, the measured cross sections

for one-electron capture by highly stripped Be, B and C ions

are shown in figures 5, 6 and 7. The cross sections are nearly

independent of the collision energy below 10 keV, though the

2+

present energy range is rather narrow, except for Be and

C ions where the cross sections increases slightly with

energy.

There are several groups which have studied experimentally

for the primary B^ and C^ ions incident on Ar. Owing to

the different energy range studied, the present data can not

be compared directly to other expect for the data of Zwally and

Koopman(197 0) and of Hasted et al. (1956). Their data are

illustrated in figure 7. For the primary B ions, Gardner

et al. (1979) obtained their data at energies several times
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as high as the present ones, and rough extrapolation of their

data indicates that the present data seem to be in good

agreement with theirs except for the primary B ion. Their

data are not shown in figure 6. Data of Goldher et al. (1976)

for the c
3' 4' 5 +

 + A r systems, and cf Bliman et al. (1981)

for the C ' ' ' + D_ systems may be compared directly to

the present ones, but unfortunately the collision energies

are not described clearly in the literature. Therefore,

their data are not shown in figures 3 and 7.

As seen in figures 6 and 7, the lack of a monotonic

dependence of the cross sections on the primary ion charie q

is displayed. For example, the cross sections a , for

the C + Ar systems oscillate strongly with q.

In figure 8 are shown the cross sections at the colli-

sion energies between 6-8 keV as a function of the initial

charge-state q of the all ions investigated. In the figure,

oscillation in the cross sections with q is displayed, and

for q=2, the cross section a_. for Be + Ar is smaller

than a half of these for C and B + Ar. Roughly speaking,

though oscillatory dependence on q is obsei ->d, the cross

sectids for one-electron capture processes seem to increase

approximately with the initial charge-state. In fact, if one would

smooth out the oscillation of measured cross sections in

the present work, the q dependence is quite similar to that

obtained from an empirical formula of Miiller and Salzborn

(1977), which is expressed by equation (1) and shown as a

solid line in figure 8.

Oscillatory behavior of the cross sections as a function
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of the incident ion charge q was predicted by Ryufuku, Sasaki

and Watanabe (1980), for the electron capture processes

during the collision of the highly stripped ion with atomic

hydrogen. Their calculation is based on the unitarized-

distorted-wave approximation (UDWA), but they also showed at

low energies, the UDWA treatment becomes equivalent to the

classical treatment of static one-electron model. Recently,

Mann et al. (1981) observed electron capture processes at

low collision energies into highly stripped Ne and N target

atoms after high-energy heavy-ion impact by measuring auger

electrons and X-ray spectra from the targets and discussed

the selective capture process using the classical treatment

mentioned acove. Iwai et al. (1982) measured systematically

the cross sections for one-electron transfer from He into

the fully stripped, hydrogen-like, helium-like, and lithimu-

like Bq+, Cq+, Nq+, 0q+, Fq+, Neq+ ions and also highly

stripped Sq ions at the energy range of 1.5q-"3.0q keV, and

observed the strong oscillations in the cross sections. They

also explained the oscillation in terms of the classical one-

electron model.

In order to understand the oscillation phenomena observed

in the present work, we follow the similar classical model

with a little modification . According to the classical one-

electron model, the partially stripped projectile ion Aq is

considered to be equivalent to a screened core having the

effective charge q*. Such a core plus one-electron system

behaves hydrogenically, that is, -E _^(n), the energy level

of the product ion A q with a principal quantum number n
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and the effective charge q* are given as follows, with the

ionization potential I of the ground state (n ) of the system:

(3)

q* = ng(2lg)
i-/", (4)

where I is measured in atomic units.

The electron transfer to the projectile ion from the

target atom having the ionization potential I , at low colli-

sion energies, occurs when the energy levels of the system

before and after collision coincide diabatically, and, in

addition, becomes possible only when the diabatic potential

energy before collision exceeds the potential barrier -V

formed between the projectile ion and the target atom, that

is,

> ~v™' (6)

where

From two equations (5) and (6), the integer n* corresponding

to the level into which the electron can be transfer is

determined as follows:

n* < n (8)

n = q * [ 2 I p { l + <3^rh } J 1 / 2 O)

Then, the crossing distance R where one-electron transfer
c
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takes place is given by

R = (q*-vl)/[(q*)2/2(n*)2 - I ]. (10)
c q

Therefore, the classical one-electron transfer cross section

CTq,q-l i s

aq,q-l

The one-electron transfer probability A at the crossing dis-

tance Rc is usually assumed to be 1/2. However, when a large

number of crossing points may exist in a region close around

R_, for the target atom containing many electrons such as Ar,c

the probability A may be assumed to be unity. (Mann et al.

1981, Olson and .Salop 1976).

Figure 9 shows the oscillatory behavior of the cross sections

for Ar gas target. The measured cross sections at the collision

energies 6-8keV are plotted as a function of the effective charge q*

calculated from equation(4). The dotted line represents the cross

section derived from equation(ll), on the assumption that A=l.

The number of n in figure 9 represents the principal quantum

number of the level of the product ion into which the electron

might be captured. The oscillatory behavior of the measured

cross sections is similar to the calculated ones, though the

amplitude of the oscillation is smaller than that in the

calculated cross sections.

In the present classical model, the tunnel effect

(Chibisov, 1976) is neglected and the possibility of the

electron being captured into more than a single level is

neglected. If these effects are taken into account the
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oscillation, should dump and the agreement between the measure-

ment and the calculation might tend to be good.

Though the present classical treatment may be rather

crude, the oscillatory behavior of the cross sections observed

in the present work is qualitatively explained and this

oscillation is a good indication that, in highly stripped

light ion collision at low energies, the electron is captured

dominantly into a particular quantum number n in the collision

system.

The fact that the cross section a , for Be +Ar system

is rather small compared with those for the ot'aer q = 2 systems,

as shown in figure 8, may be considered as follows. For the

Be + Ar system, the level into which the electron might be

captured is derived to be n =1 from the present treatment,

but the one-electron transfer hardly occurs because this

state (Is level) is already occupied with two electrons in

2+ 2+
Be ; in fact, the Be +Ar collision has not an exothermic
channel for the one-electron transfer process.
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5. Conclusions

We have measured the cross sections for one-electron

capture of highly stripped Be^ , B^ and C^ ions produced

in an ion-source of vacuum spark type, incident on H~ and

Ar gas targets at low energies below 10 keV. The measured

cross sections plotted as a function of the ionic charge of

the incident ion g show distinct oscillations about a power

law of q in CTcra_2
 v s *3 derived from an empirical formula by

Muller and Salzborn(1977). This oscillatory behavior can be

explained qualitatively in terms of the static classical one-

electron model.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus

ln{(I 3+ :i4) } vs. NL

Figure 6.

Figure 7.

Cross sections for one-electron capture by C
4 + i

3 +

ions incident on H_•

°43' 0 3 2

and C

A , +; present results:

o, o; Crandall et al. (1979) :

x, •; Crandall et al. (1977):

• ; Gardner et al. (1979) :

0 4 3 ' °32

D 4 3 ' °32

43'

Figure 4. Cross sections for one-electron capture by Be

3+ 4 +Be and Be ions incident on H-.

2+

present results : o , J21

Figure 5. Cross sections for one-electron capture by Be

3+ 4 +Be and Be incident on Ar.

2+

'; present results: a43' °32'
2+ 3 +Cross sections for one-electron capture by B , B

4 +and B incident on Ar

°43' °32°/ A> •; present results:

Cross sections for one-electron capture by C , C ,

4+ 5 +C and C incident on Ar.

CT54' °43, °32'

43

ai °, At •; present results:

A; Zwally and Koopman (1970) : a

+; Hasted et al. (1956): a

Figure 8. The measured cross sections a _, at 6-8 keV as

a function of the ionic charge q of projectile

ions. An empilical scaling (Miiller and Salzborn,

1977) is also shown as a solid line. Open triangles
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represent the data for beryllium. Open squares

the data for boron* Open circles the data for carbon.

Figure 9. Comparison of the measured cross sections (solid

line) at 6-8 keV with those (broken line) calcu-

lated in terms of the classical one-electron model.

Cross sections are plotted as a function of the

effective charge q* of projectile ions. Open

triangles represent the data for beryllium. Open

squares the data for boron. Open circles the data

for carbon.
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